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A community of practice (CoP) is a community that practices something together. Its members
have common interests and goals. Together they find solutions to problems, exchange
knowledge, learn by doing, learn collectively, support each other and have fun together. They
collect implicit and tacit knowledge. A CoP is a collective intelligence! Also read Étienne
Wenger.

CoPRototyping is when a CoP does prototyping.

The CoP meets frequently (online) to discuss features, requirements, acceptance criteria,
todos, milestones and troubleshootings of a prototype the CoP has chosen to develop. The
members of the CoP assign tasks to each other in order to develop the prototype. For example
by doing sprint planning (Scrum, Kanban). Each member brings or learns (learning by doing
prototyping) the skills needed for developing (parts of) the prototype.

The prototype can become a solution to a specific problem… a product, a service, an
experience, a strategy, a startup, an activist group, a technology, a scientific study, a
method, a routine, a behavior, a PR stunt, a campaign, a policy, a petition, a competition,
an artwork, a meme, even a movement! Anything that helps to reach our goal(s) or resolves our
problem(s)!

virtual CoP (vCoP)

Members can participate from anywhere, when the CoP meets online via chat, video conferencing
(virtual CoP) or hybrid-meeting. Members share videos, images and documentation with the rest
of the vCoP and the world.
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Inclusive

CoPRototyping is socially inclusive and welcoming.

Members of the CoP can be visionairs, engineers, designers, managers, employees, colleagues,
partners, competitors, customers, makers, tinkerers, hobbyists, hackers, career jumpers,
dropouts, autodidacts, experts, laypeople, students, retirees or anyone who just wants to
join. This is the Co (Co-creation/Co-design) of CoPRototying.

The inclusive caracter makes CoPRototyping a dynamic, flexible, unbureaucratic and low-cost
alternative to conventional, scientific and industrial prototyping, where required titles and
wages are limiting.

Members of startups, businesses, organizations, NGOs and universities can join the CoP, so it
may become a thriving interface between communities, citizenhood, organizations, universities
and businesses.

Especially problem-bearers participate in the prototyping in order to resolve their problems.
They know their problems from inside and are the most motivated to find solutions.

Group development

A CoP may walk through the 5 stages of group development, a process where emotional
challenges and conflict may arise between members, but which can be mitigated systematically
to help the CoP to reach harmony, flow and productivity.

Members of the CoP can have any level of knowledge and engagement. Occasionally, as a
hobbyist, or up to fully professional, for example as a project manager, once the CoP has
reached the financial means.

Within the CoP the members can take roles such as being a newbie, watcher, learner, tester,
developer, adviser, fundraiser, investor, supporter, marketing expert, project manager, team
lead, facilitator etc. The CoP may or may not choose to have one or more team leads, a core
team or a sociocratic group structure.

Citizen Science

CoPRototyping follows a Do It Yourself/Citizen Science approach to make it accessible to
laypeople, amateurs and citizens with low budget.

Minimalism

Therefore CoPRototyping follows the principles of minimalism, keeping it low-tech and
low-cost: "As much low-tech as possible, as little high-tech as needed!" "Doing more with
less" (Buckminster Fuller) / "Less is more" (Ludwig Mies van der Rohe). It also follows the
KISS principle ("Keep it simple, stupid!"). We can understand CoPRototyping as Frugal
Engineering and Reverse Innovation done by citizens.

Minimal viable / fail fast

The prototype is aimed to reach a minimal viable state in order to make it testable ASAP.
It follows the principle of fail fast.
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Open source

Open source promotes knowledge exchange and the creation of mutually supportive communities.
The prototype is open source, accessible and easy to copy by any citizen in the world: It
provides easy to follow instructables on how to assemble the prototype/MVP, understandable by
laypeople. The CoP encourages copycats to copy its prototype and provides troubleshooting
support.

Design Thinking

To initiate CoPRototyping or to target specific issues during the process, Design Thinking
can be applied. It is a method that helps us to understand our fellow human beings
(emphasize), to analyze their problems and needs (define), to activate our creativity
(ideate) and to find solutions (prototype > test). It is essential that the problem-bearers
participate in design thinking sessions, in order to help all stakeholders to understand very
well the problems and root-problems to be resolved.

Mindfulness

Mindfulness can help us to emphasize and listen carefully to our fellow (human) beings and to
ourselves.

Lean

Since the prototype is not developed in a secret lab, but rather observable in real time on
social media, anyone anywhere can participate in the CoP/vCoP, can give feedback, do user
testing, make questions and proposals, express needs, troubles and ideas. The prototype is
developed by its users! This generates valuable insights from the early beginning. It
promotes short feedback loops (lean startup: build-measure-learn, validated learning, fail
fast, pivot) and allows the prototype to be adjusted quickly to needs and demands. It
accelerates the R&D process, making it lean, reducing waste (muda) and the risk of dead ends.

Avataring

Avataring means that a member (the avatar) with few or without practical skills is guided by
a more skilled member (the flight controller) remotely. The avatar uses a head mounted camera
and headphones to listen to the instructions of the flight controller, who sees everything
the avatar looks at in real time. This is possible even in remote regions because of improved
satellite internet with low latency. The avatar can fulfill complex tasks, such as building a
prototype or doing troubleshooting, following the instructions given by the flight
controller. The avatar learns by doing. No expert needs to travel to the in-situ location of
the prototype.

Business, education, science and charity

CoPRotoyping can be initiated, sponsored and/or supported by companies, schools, universities
and nonprofit organizations in order to stimulate and promote business, education, science
and charity.

Business development

The open source prototype may be forked by companies to develop freemium versions. Companies
can develop an open-source business model around the prototype. They can offer services and
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products such as installation, maintenance, technical support, customisations, consulting,
coaching, selling building parts/sets etc. CoPRotoyping can be a source for reverse
innovation.

Companies can send employees to join the CoP to bring in and take out know-how and to get
access to the CoP’s network.

Companies will find talent within the CoP. Talent acquisition is critical in order to face
skill shortage nowadays.

Members of the CoP might become employed by the company for instance to develop a freemium
version, because they have the vision and expertise. This can be attractive to career jumpers
and autodidacts, who cannot or do not want to pursue a university career.

Users and early adopters of the prototype face specific problems and search for solutions.
They participate in the CoPrototyping process by expressing their needs and troubles. They
give valuable feedback and insights to the CoP. They may pay for a freemium version at some
point later and become future customers. This should motivate companies to sponsor the CoP to
develop open-source prototypes.

Transparence and trust

Potential investors can observe the R&D process and progress of the prototype, because it's
fully transparent. This creates trust and motivation to make an investment.

Positive impact

CoPRototyping follows the principles of circular economy and degrowth to reach sustainability
and resilience.

Hacktivists can join the CoP to co-develop a sustainable and open source prototype to
contribute to a fair, circular and collaborative economical system.

Educators can join the CoP to find subjects and materials within the prototype. The prototype
can be an object for applied and interdisciplinary learning and experimentation for scholars
and students.

PR

Since the CoPRototyping is transparent and well documented on social media and integrates in
local and global communities, followers and early adaptors spread the word of mouth. This
creates visibility, a powerful marketing effect kicks in. It creates attention and
involvement: Prototyping and marketing becomes one thing. This is the PR of CoPRototyping.

Legal

CoPRototyping is organized as a non-profit organization, cooperative or social enterprise. It
may accept donations, public funding by governmental or educational entities or private
sponsoring and funding by companies and investors.
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Take your fate into your hands! Take control of production!

Empowerment

Neighborhood communities, friends and families, small-scale farmers join CoPs because they
can fork prototypes and build a custom versions for their specific needs and circumstances.
They share costs, effort, know-how, fun and revenue. They become more self-sufficient, reduce
expenses, become part of a global, powerful and supportive network, become more independent
from global supply chains and monopolies and become more resilient as a neighborhood.

A growing CoP can think of more (related) prototypes and different versions of each
prototype. CoPRototyping is R&D for sustainable innovation.

As an individual, team, organization, institution or business, start or join a CoP! Make a
contribution, lend your tools and equipment, and most importantly, share your know-how.
Participate in an open, collaborative, circular, fair and truly free market!

Join our vCoPs

You will learn from the collective experience. You will make new friends. You may find new
work and grow in your profession. Join our vCoPs:

Aquaponics

We are a vCoP working on an aquaponics-system in order to educate about sustainable food
production and practice automated self-sufficiency.

Aquaponics is multidisciplinary: It unites agriculture, crops science, livestock (water
animals), permaculture, biochemistry (the nitrogen cycle, water nutrients and quality),
plumbing, engineering, microelectronics (sensors, microcontrollers, Arduino, Raspberry Pi),
power electronics (e.g. solar), programming, IoT (Internet of Things), big data, smart
farming, product design (biodegradable plastics, recycling, etc.) and cooking. It is
scientific, didactic, applied, and crafting. It speaks to different personalities,
backgrounds, and levels of knowledge. It needs and promotes cross-functional teams. Learning
about aquaponics is a great springboard into smart farming and cellular agriculture. Read
about the project: 1769.eu/xponix

Smart-Irrigation

We are a small vCoP working on a low-tech smart irrigation prototype for schools and urban
gardens. The goals are to educate and "learn by prototyping" about low-tech (sensors, IoT,
electronics, programming, soil science), to sensitize about the value of water, to save water
and work and increase yield (automated self-sufficiency). Read about the project: 1769.eu/si

book a CoPRototyping workshop for your
team, organization, school or business🔋
get in touch: hi@1769.eu
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Metaphor: A CoP orbiting its prototype.

Tim Brown, Change by Design





About the 1769 resilience lab

What does the △-logo stand for?

The triangle represents the intersection (Venn diagram) of three communities:
The maker, the science and the start-up communities.
On the frontiers cultural clash happens!
Permaculture Principle 11: Use Edges and Value the Marginal
The interface between things is where the most interesting events take place. These are often
the most valuable, diverse and productive elements in the system.

What does 1769 mean?

1769 is the year when the building of the actual 1769 lab was built, a refurbished off-grid
land house with 4 hectares. 1769 also is the year when James Watt was granted a patent on the
steam engine. So, 1769 was a kind of starting shot for the carbon and copyright ages. The
1769 resilience lab now stands for the opposite filosophy: carbon-zero and open source.


